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So, about tonight...things may get weird. This is definitely a drinking game. We’re all adults, 

so you know that you’re playing at your own risk. Depending on what you’re drinking, tonight 

could be chill and fun, or a complete shit show. Drinks will move around, shots will be taken 

and things will escalate out of nowhere. How? Well, if you're reading this out loud, DRINK.  

If you're not reading this out loud, rude much? People need to know the rules. Oh, by the way. 

Make sure you like whoever you’re sitting next to (just saying). Years of parties, events, bars, 

drunk escapades and untold degenerate experiences were poured into this, so brace yourself. 

The game is simple: Roll, move and then do what each square says. A “DRINK” is the same as 

drinking for 1 second, so “DRINK 2” would be 2 seconds and so on. Don’t be a hero and try 

to drink more than you need to. Seriously. This is a marathon, not a sprint. 

Also, wait for everyone to be ready before you roll. Don’t be a dick and make shit confusing. 

Finally, go check what you have to drink. If you need to go on a run, BE RESPONSIBLE AND 

DO NOT DRINK AND DRIVE. Technology exists, use it like a pro. Alright? You savage, good 

luck! Slay some shit! And remember, pass out AWAY from the table, not on it. CHEERS!!! 

 

RULES 
SETTING UP: Everyone pick a game piece. You only need one dice to play, however, we gave 

you two because we all know someone (probably you) is going to eventually lose one. 

WHO ROLLS FIRST: Whoever got a haircut most recently goes first. What? You prefer the 

“poop” thing? GTFO, be an individual. First person also decides play direction (who goes next). 

DICE ROLLING: Pick an area where you're going to roll. If you roll out/off of it, DRINK and lose 

a turn. Roll sloppy twice and congrats, you're now Beer Bitch. If the struggle is real, just use 

the box. Don’t complicate things unnecessarily, unless you’re already drunk. 

GAMEPLAY: During your turn, roll one dice and move that many places. When passing or on 

the Beer Bitch square, remember that your dice roll will determine if you go left or straight. 

The first person to reach FINISH! wins! And before you ask, you do NOT need to roll the exact 

number of spaces needed to reach it. We tested it that idea and hated life. Fuck that shit. 

JOINING LATE: Dammit, where were you?! DRINK! Find whoever is in last. Put your piece on 

their square and roll. Stay if you roll a 4,5 or 6 and do whatever is on their square. Otherwise, 

move backwards what you rolled and do whatever is on that square. 


